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About This Game

The Director's Cut version combines the Shadowrun Chronicles: Boston Lockdown and the INFECTED! campaigns into one
game, so you don't need any other product to play.

Arriving in Boston to get away from some heat back home, you accidentally become witness to an event that will change your
and every Boston citizen's life forever: A crazed dragon emerges from an underground lab spreading a trail of iridescent

particles and attacks the NeoNet towers - with you inside - then crashes into Fenway Park, killing thousands. And this is only the
beginning! Entrapped in a city plagued by a deadly virus, assaulted by the minions of a megacorporation, attacked by the

infected and with a dragon on a rampage through the city, you will have to unearth the secret conspiracy that connects it all.

The following INFECTED! campaign puts you in a race against the clock, to save yourself from the nanite-induced disease that
struck Boston. Finding out that you have gotten infected yourself during one of your fights against the headcases, you struggle
desperately to find a cure for the Cognitive Fragmentation Disorder you are now suffering from, while the AI that has infected

you tries to assert control over your body and mind.

Welcome to the dark side of the future, chummer. It’s going to be a hell of a ride.

Featuring:
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Run and Gun! Gripping and deadly tactical turn-based combat in true Shadowrun style: Choose from a wide array of
skill groups, magic, technology and weapons to survive!

 Teamwork! Build up your team of runners or join with other players in live co-op to find the best combination of skill,
magic and technology for survival.

 You'll never run alone! Team up with friends for your next run or swap stories with other runners in the hangout. Take
other player's characters with you into a mission as henchmen

 Every move counts! Dive behind cover, find alternate routes with clever use of your skills, send your drones or spirits
into battle and use any weapon at your disposal to make it out alive.

Be who YOU want to be! Create your individual Shadowrunner in a completely level-free character system from over 60
different combat and non-combat skills, unique backgrounds and five metahuman races. Start a muscle-packed former
Troll bouncer and become an expert Rigger, sending your drones into combat, or complement your spell slinging mage
with the abilities of a skillful sniper. The choice is yours!

 Gear up! Employ a variety of armor, augmentations, cyberware, magic and of course tons of weapons! Lob a grenade at
your enemies, blast them with a mana ball or pass them unnoticed by hacking their security systems. Over 50 different
enemies from vicious gangers to combat drones and corporate wagemages await!

Features a cool Shadowrun music soundtrack with 10+ tracks from various composers as an extra bonus!
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Title: Shadowrun Chronicles: INFECTED Director's Cut
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Cliffhanger Productions
Publisher:
Cliffhanger Productions
Franchise:
Shadowrun
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/Windows 8.1 or newer

Processor: 2.0+ GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVidia or ATI graphics card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires internet connection to play

English,French,German
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shadowrun chronicles infected director's cut. shadowrun chronicles infected director's cut review

All this for free? How can anyone give this a thumbs down??. This is an emulated 'port' of the ps1 version of the game under
some new 'Console Classics' branding\/publisher. (while troubleshooting, Steam even claimed that I was playing 'Ten Pin Alley'
so perhaps that's a hint at their future intentions with said branding)

The music, thankfully, seems fully intact but the aspect ratio is set to 16:9 in fullscreen and thus stretched if you aren't playing
windowed. All of the buttons use the original PlayStation icons and it wouldn't surpise me to find that the save files are
compatible with existing ps1 emulators. (or can be converted)

The resolution options are extremely limited: 320p, 480p, 720p, and 1080p.

At this price I'd still recommend the game but just know that it's a very obvious ps1 port, needs some serious patching, and that
you'd probably be better served by just emulating it or purchasing it on PSN for the PS3.

*Updated to reflect that 1080p now works.. A pretty good arcade game with very impressive and long singleplayer campaign.

And if you are not a spoiled child, you can easily change settings and resolution. Just go to installation folder of the game and hit
Configure.exe.(Full HD resolution is available too). Nice game for some bucks, short but with a good variety.. Genuinly scarey!
I ripped the headset off, my friend did the same ( i didnt tell him i had), then he let his teenage, horror fans, 'have u anything
scaaary' sons play it. Headset ripped off from one and eyes covered and cowering from the other one. Loved it!. levels don't get
harder, just longer. instead of doing one hard thing you do 8 in a row and if any fails you start over at the begining. It's the most
tedious and uninventive form of level design. Really fun game. had this years ago and disks got cracked so bought it to play an
old fav again. This Game reminds me of B-Boy in the PSP and this delivers so muuuuuuuuch

I wish I could dance like these drawings :(. love the game

i can only play with keyboard which i don't like to much, please add joypad also,

thanks
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The series is so relaxing.. Black Sails makes an attempt at being an interesting horror themed adventure game, but poor plot,
presentation and mechanics, as well as some technical issues like the font they used on the notes or the problem with the audio
cutting, not to mention that one part where it's possible to  crash through the floor into the Mess Hall BEFORE having picked up
all the key items required to advance the game and forced you to reload previous save.  make the experience really hard to
recommend to anyone but the most diehard adventure game or ghost ship story fans out there. The plot is bare bones and is
poorly executed, the visuals are generally passable at best and artistically poor at worst, the majority of the audio is adequate but
unmemorable, and the voice work is mostly poor outside of the main character, who is only okay. The mechanics are easy to
grasp and work with, but positioning your character can be a chore, finding the right click spot can be a headache, and the item
puzzles themselves can often be way more obtuse than they should be. There’s also no replay value to speak of, as the dialogue
choices offer no real variance to speak of, and between the almost wholly unreadable notes in the game and the crash bugs, this
is just a game that’s simply hard to appreciate or recommend. Black Sails might be for you if you’re a diehard adventure game
lover or just love ghost ship stories, but for literally everyone else, it’s going to be a tough experience.. Cast a spell!

B -

U-

Y-

You lack the necessary component (money)..
4 сбитых дедов морозов из 5. Best most festive game I have ever played. It's very fun, the characters have different abilities
making each one unique with their own different play styles. Great game just needs a larger amount of players, although it is in
Early Access so it gets a pass.. It's not Black and White, no where close.

The gameplay is limited, very little content and it gets boring after one or two levels.
I can't recommend this because I didn't really enjoy it.
Not an exciting god sim at all.
2/10
. Yep, another decent hidden object game from Artifex Mundi. The puzzles in this one require some lateral thinking. ***
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